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Bush, McCain rally support from moderate voters
By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter
"I love the values of America,"
announced Texas Gov. George W.
Bush to a crowd gathered in an
emptied Bangor International
Airport hangar Friday. "I love the
dreams."
Bush arrived in Maine
Thursday with former presidential
candidate John McCain to rally
local supporters before the crucial
November ballot.
Additionally on hand were former Maine Gov. John R.
McKernan and his wife, Sen.
Olympia Snowe.
Snowe, who took the stage
among a mixed review of boos
and cheers, spoke at length on her
own senatorial campaign and the
importance of a GOP-dominated
Washington.
In contrast, McCain's opener
was brief. The former presidential
candidate conceded his loss to
Bush and subsequently touched
on his trademark issues increased
Presidential candidate George W. Bush, right, and Arizona Sen. military spending, retention and
John McCain, left, spoke at the Bangor International Airport Friday veterans' rights. However, sentiafternoon to gain support for the Republican campaign. CAMPUS
ment concerning the Arizonan
PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.

Euthanasia revisited
on November ballot
By Kimberly Leonard
Style Editor
Question one on the Nov. 7
ballot will read, "Should a terminally ill adult who is of sound
mind be allowed to ask for and
receive help to die?"
The citizen's initiative is being
opposed by both the American
Cancer Society and the Coalition
for Compassionate Care of the
Dying on grounds that the question is riddled with loopholes.
Organizations such as the
Hemlock Society are supporting
the bill on the grounds it would
protect patients and physicians
and allow a dying patient to hasten his death with a doctor's help.
The text of the Maine Death
with Dignity Act gives several
guidelines and definitions,
As defined in the act, an adult
is any person 18 years or older
and the attending physician is the
doctor who gives the primary care
and treatment for the patient's terminal disease.
An informed decision is
defined as a decision made by a
capable patient to request and
obtain a prescription to end his
life in "a humane and dignified

manner," and one that is based on
the patient's understanding of the
relevant facts.
The facts include: the patient's
medical diagnosis, the patient's
prognosis, the potential risks of
taking the medication prescribed,
the probable results of taking the
medication prescribed and the feasible alternatives (comfort care,
hospice care and pain control).
The term "terminally ill" is
defined as an "incurable and irreversible disease that has been
medically confirmed and will,
within reasonable medical judgment, produce death within six
months."
The written request for medication has two steps as written in the
initiative. First, the patient must be
a state resident adult (for longer
than six months), capable and terminally ill and have expressed,
voluntarily, a written request for
medication "for the purpose of
ending that patient's life in a
humane and dignified manner."
Two people, in front of the
patient, who can attest to the fact
that the patient is capable, acting
voluntarily and not coerced into
See QUESTION 1 on paws 3

senator's performance was less
than favorable.
Interviewed on the exit from
the hangar, one woman offered
that the Arizona senator was "all
right I guess. I didn't vote for him.
He doesn't appeal to me. But he
gets that moderate vote, and that's
what he's here for, right?"
Although largely ignoring the
substantial amount of introductory
speeches, the crowd was energized and hopeful, screaming and
snapping pictures as the governor's plane drew close to the
hangar.
"I think we're going to see the
next president up there," confided
a Bangor native before Bush took
the stage."He's got what we want,
that charm that Reagan had."
Washington
"He's
what
needs," said an eavesdropper. "I
like him a lot."
So did the 2,000-plus sea of
supporters circling the stage.
Homemade campaign posters
were abundant, claiming everything from "Bush supports teachers" to "George W. loves Maine's
Hunters."
Confetti flew, bandstand music

blared and the hangar erupted in
cheers as the Texan governor
made his appearance, shaking
hands down the entire length of
the entrance chute.
"I've spent a lot of time in
Maine," said Bush, grinning after
gaining the podium, land] the
thing I love about Maine is the
people. Good, solid, down-toearth people."
Bush's speech, although initially centering on domestic
issues, resolved in a prolonged
diatribe against the Clinton-Gore
administration.
"You know what I thought was
a hysterical moment?" Bush said.
"When [Gore said] in a recent
appearance he was absolutely not
for big government ... the man
[proposes] more spending than
Mondale and Dukakis combined!"
At one point, Bush took credit
on behalf of the Republican Party
for the current economic boom.
"The tax cuts of the '80s fueled
the current economy," he said.
After the speech, a few antiBush activists protested the goverSee BUSH on page 4

Oak Hall nearly ready for January 2001

Landscapers from Greenworks in Bangor laying brick for the walkways and courtyard in front of Oak
Hall. CAMPUS PHOTOS BY SCOFT SHELTON.
By Amy Bowler
Campus Life Reporter
With the Oak Hall renovations
nearing completion, many students
have been inquiring about who
gets to live there. Well, if you're a
freshman, don't count on it.
"We were seeing a large number of double singles being asked
for, and with the increase of students coming in, we looked at taking a building that wasn't being

used," said Andy Matthews, director of Housing Services.
That building is Oak Hall.
Empty since 1989, it served as a
storage facility until 1999 when
the decision was made to renovate
it back into a dormitory.
Because of a dip in enrollment,
six dorms were closed in the late
1980s, including Oak Hall. Once
an all-men's dorm, it will be
See OAK on page 4
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Peace Corps volunteer now a representative on campus
Prescott College in Arizona for his the world and societies within it.
undergraduate studies.
He was required to learn a lanFor the Maine Campus
But because of political insta- guage and gained personal enrich"Ask not what your country bility, Anchors was forced to cut ment by being immersed in a difcan do for you; ask what you can his two years of volunteering ferent culture.
"My site where I was based
short and leave Zimbabwe.
do for your country."
He described his experience in was located right by Victoria Falls
The words of former President
John F. Kennedy symbolize the the Peace Corps as a positive one. and Hwang National Park," he
According to Anchors, the said. "I could look out my winbeginning of the Peace Corps.
The University of Maine in the Peace Corps gave him a chance to dow and see an elephant in my
past few years has seen about 25 get practical experience, as well backyard."
Anchors admits there is defistudents join the Peace Corps. For as gain a different perspective of
the past five years a graduate student has filled the role of the
University's Peace Corps representative.
This year, the role is fulfilled
by Josh Anchors, an Orono native
who joined the Peace Corps in
February 1999.
Anchors was stationed in
Zimbabwe. While there he
learned many useful skills, such
as becoming proficient in
Ndebelee and Shona, two of the
languages of the region where
he was. While there he did agricultural extension: helped out an
anti-poaching team and worked
with environmental policy.
He also did graduate research
for his thesis on the environmental Josh Anchors, the current UMaine Peace Corps representative,
history of the region. Prior to join- did his Peace Corps experience in Zimbabwe. COURTESY PHOTO
ing the Corps, Anchors attended BY JOSH ANCHORS.
By Julia Hall

PEACE WEEK 2000
"Creating Cultures ofPeace: Truth and Reconciaation"
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October 23-27, 2000
Monday,October 23
12:15-1:30 p.m.
Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union

Luncheon Talk: "Bridging Cypriots: Humanizing the 'Enemy'through Forgiveness," by
TamThanh fluynh, University of Maine student majoring in International Affairs/Political
Science

7:00 p.m.
100 DP Corbett
Business Building

Keynote Presentation: "Truth, Reconciliation and the Searchfor Personal Peace," by
John Ants, who was imprisoned in 1966 with Rubin "Hurricane" Carter for a triple
murder he didn't commit. Artis will recount his experiences during his 15-year imprisonment and since his release in 1981. Reception to follow.
Book Sale: Peace and justice books for sale

Tuesday,October 24
11-12:30 p.m.
310 Boardman

Informal Conversation with John Artis: John Artis will speak about the prison system and
other topics.

7:00 p.m.
100 Neville

Evening Presentation: "Ecology,Spirituality and Reconciliation with Nature," by Connie
Baxter Marlow, author of Greatest Mountain: Katandin's Wilderness and great niece of
Percival Baxter, former governor of Maine and founder of Baxter State Park. With invited
guest, Arnie Neptune,Penobscot elder

9-3 p.m.
Memorial Union Lobby

IP

Book Sale: Peace and justice books for sale

Wednesday,October 25
12:15-1:30 p.m.
Bangor Lounge.
Memorial Union
9-3 p.m.
Memorial Union Lobby

Luncheon Talk: "U.S. Jewish Women Standing in Solidarity with Israeli Women in Black:
The Challenges of-International FeministPeace Efforts," by Sandra Berkowitz, Assistant
Professor, Communication and Journalism. Part ofthe WIC Luncheon Series

10

The Peace Corps offers many
opportunities for recent graduates
to gain experience, as well as
receive credit for a masters
degree.
"It is an opportunity to get
practical experience in your field
or discipline," he said.
The Peace Corps serves more
than 100 countries worldwide,
using skills of their volunteers to
help the direst problems of the
particular country.
A Peace Corps volunteer
must be 18 years old, be a U.S.
citizen and not have more than
two dependents under the age
of 18.
If you are interested in the
Peace Corps, whether you
would like to join or are just
looking for more information,
contact Josh Anchors at 5811366, or stop by the Career
Center on the third floor of
Chadbourne Hall.

Priceline.com gives way
to grocery companies
By Melissa Aquino
For the Maine Campus

The Peace Studies Program, University of Maine, Orono, Presents:

9-3 p.m.
Memorial Union Lobby

nitely a socio-economic factor
when it comes to the people
who sign up for the Peace
Corps. Students from private
colleges such as Colby, Bates,
and Bowdoin
Colleges in
Maine tend to enter the Peace
Corps more than those from
public universities.
An independent agency of the
U.S. government, the Peace Corps
began in 1961 and helps developing countries improve their economic and social situations.
The goal of the Peace Corps,
an independent agency of the
U.S. government started in
1961, is to promote peace and
friendship overseas while helping
developing
countries
improve their economic and
social problems.
They do this by teaching
English to farming land to helping
build within the community, for
example.

There used to be an advantage
to shopping at Old Town's Shop
'n Save via the Internet that
offered prices at half off. This
service was discontinued, however, because of lack of publicity
and the emergence of competitors
grabbing customers.
Priceline.com has been having
some financial trouble recently.
They had to shut down their Web
site's affiliate, WebHouse, which
contributed to discontinuation of
groceries on the site.
Their stock is now worth about
$9 in comparison to $162.38 in
April — a significant drop. Thirdquarter earnings and slowing airline ticket sales also contributed
to the stock price plummet.
Recently several new sites
have opened with similar services, which is another factor to
Priceline.com's troubles. These
sites weren't available before
now, so there was nothing for the
consumer to compare it with.
Priceline.com is in high competition with the sites, which
include the newly launched
Hotwire.com, Savvio.com and

Qixo.com. Early next year
iDerive.com plans to be part of
the competition also.
Customer Service complaints
have also cut into sales and
received the attention of the
Better Business Bureau.
USA Today has reported many
customer complaints to such
strict guidelines.
Complaints on the Web include
flight cancellations or time
changes that Priceline handles
without notifying the customer.
Best known for offering discounted airline tickets from participating airlines, Priceline.com
had expanded within the last
year to also offer discounts on
hotel rooms, new cars, home
financing, rental cars and longdistance service.
Their service is basically
straightforward. First the customer finds the product or service they want and then "names
a price."
Priceline.com then communicates the customer's bid to participating companies. Customers
must agree to keep the offer open
for a specific period of time.
Once the offer is fulfilled it generally can't be canceled.

Book Sale: Peace and justice books for sale

Thursday,October 26
12:30-1:45 p.m.
Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union

Luncheon Talk: "Truth and Reconciliation: Reportfrom South Africa," by Doug Allen,
Professor, Philosophy. Part ofthe Socialist and Marxist Studies Controversy Series

3:30-5:30 p.m.
Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union

Conversation on Restorative Justice: A philosophicalframework which has been proposed as an alternative to the current way ofthinking about crime and criminaljustice.
Participants include: 1.3uren Bustard and Dotty Small, members,Hancock County Community Reparations Board; Ed
Snyder, executive board chair, MDI Restorative Justice Program; Scott Welsh. Orono Police Department; representatives of the Hampden Juvenile Resolution Team.

Friday, October 27
12-1:00 p.m.
Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union

Poetry Free Zone: Open invitation to the community: Bring your poetry or other short
writings or readings on peace to share with others.

Leading up to Peace Week 2000: Two free showings ofthe movie, The Hurricane: Thursday,
October 19 at 7:00 p.m. and Sunday, October 22 at 3:30 p.m., both in 100 DP Corbett.
All events are free, open to the public,and accessible. Co-sponsored by Peace Studies Program. Division ofLifelong Learning, Center
ion Community Inclusion, Natural Sciences, Forestsy and Agriculture, Economics, Equal Opportunity, Sociology. International Programs, History, Counseling Center. Margaret Chase Smith Canter for Public Policy, Women's Studies, Maine Fad le Caller, Fogies Library, Bureau ofLabor Education, Liberal
Ails and Sciences. Political Science, Onward Program,Cultural Affairs Committee,The Arthur R Lord Fund and The Class of 1934 Fund, and others For
more information, please call Peace Studies at 581-2609

ipap

Sponvorrtt by The Molise Campus Newspaper
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Question 1

LEGAL

from page 1

to authorize a physician or any
other person to end a patient's life
by lethal injection, mercy killing
or active euthanasia. Actions
taken in accordance with the act
do not, for any purpose, constitute
suicide, assisted suicide, mercy
killing or homicide."
The act also includes provisions
on immunities, liabilities, insurance or annuity policies and the
effect on wills, contracts and laws.
for
Coalition
The
Compassionate Care for the
Dying is urging voters to say no to
Question one because it does not
require that family members be
notified, has no "safeguards" for
the patient at the time the patient
takes the medication and would
give government health programs, managed care programs
and HMOs the chance to
"approve prescriptions for suicide
to cut costs."
The group is also opposing the
question on the grounds it would
permit doctors to help mentally ill
patients or depressed patients to
commit suicide, would allow drugs
to be mailed to patients and would
"victimize minorities, people with
disabilities and poor people."
The Hemlock Society, a
national right-to-die organization,
believes "that people who wish to
retain their dignity and choice at
the end of life should have the
option of a peaceful, gentle, certain and swift death in the company of their loved ones. The means
to accomplish this is with legally
prescribed medication as part of
the continuum of care between a
patient and a doctor," according
site
Web
their
correct steps have been taken to
www.hemlock.org.
before writing a prescription.
The society believes that the
The physician must request the
patient notify his next of kin and act has many safeguards includprovide assistance in contacting ing a terminal diagnosis conor notifying the patient's next of firmed by two independent
kin. However, the patient has the physicians, an evaluation by a
right to refuse to notify the next mental health professional, a
of kin and cannot be refused med- written and witnessed request, a
waiting period, revocation by
ication for that reason.
The act also places a 48-hour the patient at any time, medicawaiting period between the time tion prescribed by the doctor
of a written request and the time and self-administered by the
of receiving a written prescrip- patient and no criminal liability
tion. A 15-day waiting period is in for a physician.
For information on Question one,
place for communicated requests.
to www.state.me.us/soskedelec
go
The initiative also provides
/refol100.htm.
that the act cannot be "construed

signing the request, must also witness the request.
The witnesses cannot be relatives by blood, marriage or adoption, be entitled to any part of the
patient's estate or in the patient's
will, or be an owner, operator or
employee of a health care facility
where the patient is receiving
treatment or living.
The witness can also not be the
attending physician.
If the patient is a resident in a
long-term health care facility, one
of the witnesses must be designated by that facility and must have
certain qualifications which are
designated by the Department of
Human Services.
If the patient is unable to make
a written request, the physician is
bound to note that. The patient
can then communicate a request
to the attending physician and
with two witnesses who can make
a written request. The request
must be recorded and transcribed
into a written format.
The responsibilities of the
attending physician are to make
the determination of whether the
patient is terminally ill and to
inform the patient.
The physician is also responsible for referring the patient to a
consulting physician, referring the
patient to a palliative care specialist, or a counselor, requesting that
the patient notify his next of kin,
informing the patient of his right
to revoke the request at any time
and in any manner, verifying that
the patient is making an informed
decision, filling out medical
records and making sure all the

Affairs

By Ted Curtis
Legal Services Columnist
Q. I have been in the United
States for a few months and
think I need an automobile.
Public transportation to Bangor
is fine on The Bus, and I appreciate the ride being free for students, but I like to travel to
Acadia and elsewhere. Do you
have some suggestions on buying an automobile?
A. Yes, we have many suggestions, which may be especially helpful for foreign students.
1. Be sure to read Chapter 9
of the Attorney General's
Guide,
Law
Consumer
Consumer Rights When You
Buy a Used Car. The publication
is available at Fogler Library and
our office would be pleased to
give you a reprint of that chapter.
We also have a booklet, CutRate Auto Financing, which will
help you understand the financing of an automobile purchase.
2. In addition to acquiring the
vehicle, you will need an operator's license and will need to register your vehicle. It should be
inspected when you buy it.
3. If you buy a used car from
an individual, he or she may sell
you the car "as is." This actually

411
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25 North Main St., Brewer
989-2436
must be 18yrs. old w/photo I.D.
tongue piercing $40.00
all other piercings $35.00
shop min $40.00 on tattoos

CASH ONLY--NO CHECKS OR CREDIT

•

••, •

Legal Services of Student
Government is located on the
third floor of the Memorial
Union (581-1789). Office hours
are Monday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and Wednesday and Thursday 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. Legal questions
may be presented to the Legal
Services office, conveyed to us
by inter-office mail, or sent to
Theodore Curtis or Jennifer
O'Leary on FirstClass.

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart 21
AssociationIT
• • • • •

Marganths Restaurant

••

...always wear a condom.

We are a clean, sterile and sober environment with professional technicians
(artists).

A. Maine citizens are fortunate in having available two
excellent publications that are
useful in obtaining a basic understanding of divorce law. Both

"Maine Family Law" by District
Court Judge Jon D. Levy and
"Do Your Own Divorce In
Maine" by Pine Tree Legal
Assistance Inc. are available in
the special collections of Fogler
Library. These two books can
also be purchased through the
University Bookstore.
Another useful publication is
a brochure titled "Divorce and
Separation," which is published
through the Maine State Bar
Association. This brochure is
free and provides general information on the divorce process
and your rights under Maine law.
Legal Services stocks this
brochure, and many others, in
the rack outside our office in the
Memorial Union.
As always, our office staff is
also available to answer questions and offer assistance.

••

••
•

Maine Tattoo &
Body Piercing

Q. I am not happy in my marriage and am considering divorce.
I would like to know more about
the process. Where can I obtain
more information?

EXERCISE
.•

Use your head...

means that the car may look like it
is in good condition, but it may
actually be in terrible condition.
The seller is not legally responsible for telling you what is wrong
with the car unless the seller is a
dealer and knows of a defect. You
should have a mechanic examine
the car and you should test drive
the car before you purchase it.
4. When you buy a car you
must receive from the seller a
"bill of sale." If the car is a 1984
or newer model, the seller must
also give you a signed title. This
is proof that the seller really owns
the car and that it is not stolen.
Insist on getting the bill of sale
and the title from the seller when
you pay for the vehicle. Do not let
the seller promise to give either of
these to you at a later date.
If you have any doubts, come
in to see us before you pay for
the vehicle.
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Tuesday Night we always have a $2
drink— What will it be this week?
Wednesday Night is College Night with 2
for 1 entrees with your student I.D. and
select Margaritas for $3.50.
Thursday Night is Ladies Night in the
lounge with $4 Sauza Gold Margaritas and
40% offfood for ladies in the lounge.

70's Party on October 26th
The Era of Vietnam, Polyester, Big
Hair, Disco music to Classic Rock,
The Carter years and you can't forget the beginning of KISS.
We can't wait to see you here!!
15 Mill Street Orono 866-4863
•
...
•
..
•
..
•
..

t

• •
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A large crowd gathered Friday to show support for Republican candidate George W. Bush. CAMPUS
PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.
nor's reputation for executions in
Texas.
On a hill a few feet from the

exit, a sign read,"George W. Bush
is an asshole!"
"He seemed so rehearsed," a

Portland mother said in the postrally confusion."But maybe that's
the way it's supposed to be."

New Web site tallies college crime stats
By Amanda Gorsche
The Daily Iowan
IOWA CITY, Iowa (U-WIRE)
— A new federal Web site is up
and running, providing crime statistics from nearly 4,000 universities across the country.
The Office of Postsecondary
Education, a program within the
Department of Education, is the
creator of the site, which features
the University of Iowa.
The deadline for all universities to report their crime statistics
was Tuesday, but it has been
extended a week after the site
crashed because schools were trying to send data in at the last
minute. The UI is one of many
universities that provided criminal
offenses, hate offenses and arrests
from 1997, 1998 and 1999.
In addition to providing crime
Web
site
statistics,
the
http://www.ope.ed.gov/security
provides a link to the UI Web
page and to the Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data

System, which lists tuition and
fees information for those interested in attending the UI.
Duane Papke, the associate
director of UI Public Safety, said
the site is a positive medium for
future and current students who
wish to obtain information about
the UI. He said that Public Safety,
through the dean of students'
office, releases campus crime statistics to the federal government
and current students.
"I believe the crime statistics
will also be available soon on the
UI Web site," he said.
The national site was created
as the result of a law passed after
the 1986 murder of a college student at Lehigh University in
Bethleham, Pa. The victim's parents learned after her death that
38 violent crimes at the university had not been made public in
the three years before her death.
Steve Parrott, the director of
UI Communications, said providing crime statistics is important.
Universities reporting in different

A Peace Week2000 Evening Presentation:
'Ecology, Spirituality,
and- Reconciliation with Nature"

ways may, however, confuse
those seeking information from
the site, he said, because of
unclear definitions of the parameters of reporting areas.
"I think we have to provide
information so people can make
an informed decision about the
university," he said.
Campus police leaders across
the country have expressed concern over compiling statistics
because of the amount of time
taken to put everything together.
Papke said putting the statistics
together has been difficult, especially with recent changes in
requirements.
"It's been a minor nightmare," he
said. "Following through with these
obligations is very time consuming."
Federal law requires campuses
to compile annual statistics of
crimes that take place on campus.
Recently, a $25,000 fine was set
to punish those universities that
do not follow through.
UI graduate student Lamar
Gray said that even though it
takes some extra work to compile
the statistics, he thinks the new
Internet site is a good idea.
"Living in Iowa, you can
See CRIME on page 5

The majority of renovations on Oak Hall have been completed.
Finish carpenters and painters are preparing the building to open
next semester. CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.
ready again in January 2001 to
serve male and female students
looking for single rooms.
J. Gordon, an architect from
Bangor, designed the plans for the
renovations. Construction began
the first week of June 2000.
Workers have been updating all
the systems in the building to current codes, putting in a new elevator as well as making it accessible according to the Americans
with Disabilities Act.
They have also put in a new
sidewalk to the entrance with
benches and shrubs.
"It's a smaller dormitory, so
you don't get that massive feeling

Massachusetts School ofLaw
71/ 4Nnoi
R

•

•

•

• LSAT NOT REQUIRED
•DAY AND EVENING PROGRAMS
• AFFORDABLE TUITION PLANS - 1/2
THE MEDIAN LAW SCHOOL TUITION
IN NEW ENGLAND
• OUR PRACTICAL/THEORETICAL
PROGRAM PREPARES STUDENTS FOR
THE PRACTICE OF LAW AS WELL AS
NUMEROUS OTHER PROFESSIONS
By Connie Baxter Marlow
Author of Greatest Mountain: Katandin's Wilderness
Great niece ofPercival Baxter,former governor of Maine
and founder of Baxter State Park

With special guest Arnie Neptune, Penobscot elder

like you're in a hotel," said Bill
Charland, director of Facilities
Management. "It's a little less
intimidating."
The $2 million renovations,
done by JCN Construction of
New Hampshire, are scheduled to
be completed Nov. 30.
But there is still much to do
before students can move in.
"We have to put out bids for
furniture, as a state institution,"
Matthews said. "We have to publicly put them in newspapers and
get input from students."
Matthews and other employees of Housing Services have
already begun. They knocked on
the doors of students with single
rooms, asking if they were happy
with their situations.
Most were, saying they
enjoyed the privacy it offered
them, Matthews said.
The 82 rooms will be the average size of a single room and
there will be study lounges available on each floor.
The new dorm won't have
quite all the comforts of home,
but will include a kitchen, lounge
and laundry room in the basement.
Matthews said the official
arrangements for who will occupy the renovated dorm are still
being worked out, but current students will have first dibs.

THE LEADER OF REFORM
IN LEGAL EDUCATION

Support

500 FEDERAL STREET,ANDOVER,MA 01810
Phone:(978)681-0800
email: pcolby@mslaw.edu

The College Fund.
Call I -800-332-UNCF.

www.nislaw.edu
Tuesday, October 24

7:00 pm

100 WevilTh Hair

CONTACT US NOW FOR YOUR COPY OF FEDERAL REPORTS
600+ THING'S YOU CAN DO WITH A LAW DEGREE

The College PuradrUNGF
/71
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Both candidates pledge financial aid increases
By Remi Bello
Daily Texan
AUSTIN, Texas(U-WIRE) —
Higher education platforms could
give either candidate an edge in
the tight presidential race between
Gov. George W. Bush and Vice
President Al Gore, pundits have
said throughout the campaign season.
As a result, both candidates
have tried to break loose by proposing ways to improve the
nation's expanding public education system.
"The emphasis on education
during this election has been very
strong," said University of Texas
President Larry Faulkner, adding
that public education could use
some improvement. "There is
more (discussion) because it's on
the people's minds."
Both Gore and Bush have
identified a lack of financial aid
and sufficient faculty as major
dilemmas facing public universities nationwide.
If he gets the public's nod in
the Nov. 7 election, Gore said the
federal government will spend
$55 billion on education programs
such as reducing class sizes by
hiring 1 million new teachers and
professors over the next 10 years.
Gore's $2 billion National
Tuition Savings Plan will bring 48
states' individual tuition savings
programs under the same umbrella, helping families invest in taxfree trusts that help pay for col-

Crime

lege tuition regardless of which
state their child attends college.
Under the plan, parents' investments will yield earnings that can
only be taxed after the funds are
received.
While the plan sounds innovative, it does not add anything to
current programs, said Pam J.
Taylor, director of the National
Association of State Treasurers,
which oversees the state programs.
"As it is, you don't have to be
from a state to get funding," she
said, but added that Gore's program could encourage other states
to establish independent tuition
savings programs.
Gore's $3 billion Lifelong
Learning Account would allow
families to invest $2,500 in taxfree accounts for future job training and college.
Gore's $36 billion College
Opportunity Tax Cut plan the second most expensive of Gore's
education proposals, will allow
families to deduct up to $10,000

in tuition per year from their taxable income, or take up to a
$2,800 tax credit, which is subtracted from the total amount a
family owes in taxes.
Bush aides have criticized
Gore's proposals for targeting the
middle class instead of lowincome students. They have also
said Gore's tuition tax cut plan is
restricted to families who earn
between $40,000 and $120,000.
Timothy McDonough, director
of public affairs for the American
Council on Education, a higher
education association, agreed that
Gore's program is too narrow in
scope.
"You can only use credit to offset tax that you owe. If you are too
poor to pay taxes, you can't take
advantage of the program," he
said.
McDonough emphasized the
importance of increasing needbased grants. Low-income students are increasingly avoiding
college because of the decreasing
availability of grants, he said,

adding that loans now constitute
more than 60 percent of available
financial aid.
Gore aides say that financial
relief should focus more on middle-income families, since college
loans and tuition are a greater burden for them and they pay the
most in tax.
For low-income families, Gore
will increase Pell Grants for four
million students, said Devona
Dolliole, a Gore campaign
spokeswoman.
"It's important to note that
more of America is now considered middle-class," she said.
Of Bush's $1.96-trillion proposed spending, $48 billion will
be used for education, including
$600 million for predominantly
African-American and Hispanic
universities. A significant portion
of the $48 billion will be used for
K-12 initiatives.
Bush said he will provide $1
billion over five years to increase
Pell Grants by $1,000 for high
school students who take college-

level math and science courses.
His proposed increase will shoot
Pell Grants to a record $5,100.
If elected president, Bush will
face a difficult road convincing
skeptics of his ability to guide
nationwide higher education programs because of what critics call
a lackluster state record, officials
have said.
"I think that's one of the greatest unknowns about him," said
Texas Rep. Jesse W. Jones, DDallas. "From my experience,
(the state Committee on Higher
Education has) never seen any
major decision come from Bush's
office on higher education."
Ray Sullivan, Bush campaign
spokesman, dispelled criticisms
of Bush's Texas record, stating
that spending on higher education
in Texas has increased 38 percent
from $8.8 billion to $11.5 billion
during his tenure.
"Any impartial person would
see that Bush has properly
focused on K-12 and on the college level," he said.

BUILDING AN INTELLIGENT PORTFOLIO

from page 4

become complacent and forget
about crime, but once you have
more knowledge of it you make
better choices," he said. "You
wouldn't buy a house without
examining that neighborhood's
crime rate."

BURN

Sign up or call
for your
appointment
today!

You're invited
to a one-on-one
counseling
session.
A TIAA-CREF Consultant will be on-site to provide free oneon-one counseling. You'll learn about long-term investment
strategies; how to protect your assets against inflation; how
to select the right mix of investments; and how TIAA-CREF's
investment options can work for you. Schedule an appointment today to receive personalized financial guidance to
help you reach your investment goals.

Dates: Wednesday, November 8, 2000
Thursday, November 9, 2000
Thursday, November 16, 2000
Tuesday, December 12, 200O
Place: 143A Corbett Hall, 1st Floor
RSVP: To register for your one-on-one
counseling session contact Kathleen
Bell at 1.207.581.2367
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EDITORIAL
UMS needs restructuring
The University of Maine has in recent years been fighting an uphill battle with
research and development funding from the state Legislature and has, perhaps,
finally reached the time to re-organize campus goals and priorities.
The ground-breaking of the Hitchner Hall expansion Thursday shows that the
university now has the money to rebuild its image as the state's premier land-grant
university, paving its way into a new frontier.
President Peter Hoff proclaims UMaine should act more like a land-grant university (by not calling itself the old "UMO," for instance), and one way to ensure
this would be action on a systematic level.
The University of Maine System includes several small universities, along with
UMaine and the University of Southern Maine. USM is the only university in the
system that can closely compete with the Orono campus, with its comparable
enrollment numbers and prestigious academic courses.
One thing USM has on top of UMaine is its key location in what is now referred to as
the "Silicon Coast." The area, including Portland, where technology comapnies are springing up at a very fast rate, is key to USM's prosperity. UMaine does not have as prime of a
location; however, it does work closely with area industry such as Sensor Research and
Development, MBNA and The Jackson Laboratory to provide jobs to its graduates.
UMS should restructure itself so that USM and UMaine are more competitive
with each other. USM already focuses on computer science courses and training.
UMaine should focus more on forestry and engineering. Rename USM Maine State
University to add prestige and increase marketability to possible out-of-state tuition
money. The other universities — the campuses in Augusta, Presque Isle,
Farmington, Fort Kent and Machias — can change to community college formats to
ensure UMaine and Mane State receive the majority of students and funding.

Letters to the Editor
• Not funny

I must write in response
to the Wednesday, Oct. 18
Opinion column entitled
"Canadian Aggression Has
Gone Too Far". At first
glance, I reviewed the piece
literally and began to think
that perhaps there are people that stupid. The immediate logic followed that
students in this university
should be educated about
global affairs and not just
have superficial understandings of present U.S.
prosperity. After rereading
the piece, however, I could
only deduce that Abel
Gleason's ranting and ravings must have been, as
lame as they were, humorous attempts.
Well, although I commend you, Abel, on bringing light upon certain
Franco-Canadian-prejudices, using identical
Students who read the pages of The Maine Campus three times a week often do not
means as TV's "South
realize where the 125-year-old publication comes from. Many students may believe that
Park," "Saturday Night
The Maine Campus is owned, managed or produced by the university, with faculty staff and
Live," and John Candy's
editors. Likewise, students who listen to the campus radio station WMEB,may believe that
"Canadian Bacon," I can
the programs coming over the airwaves are managed by faculty or administrators.
do nothing but shake my
Few students realize that both of the major outlets on campus for communication
head at the asininity exudand journalism majors to get their start in are actually run, managed and staffed by feling from your work.
low students.
Understand my intenThe Maine Campus and WMEB are two of the three recipients of the $10 comfor writing this. I
tions
staradio
and
newspaper
The
semester.
each
every
student
to
billed
munication fee
you to improve
urge
only
to
trying
while
limits
the
to
funding
their
stretch
to
tion, both non-profit, are forced
ability, as
comical
your
serve the student populaton with free media.
that there
realize
as
well
and
late,
of
troubles
financial
Both The Maine Campus and WMEB have had
who will
individuals
are
new
the
faced
have
editors
their staffs of student writers, managers, producers and
seriously.
piece
your
take
challenge of assuring that their individual institutions survive.
the pretreads
article
Your
at
tickets
Flow can the student population help? Offer your support by buying 50/50
becoming
of
fringe
carious
hockey games. Volunteer your time to help us fundraise for money. Convince your parents to
buy a yearly subscription to the newspaper. Send a letter to the editor to tell us how you feel. another straw man for a
cultured ethnocentrism and
The Maine Campus and WMEB are the two media _outlets available for students
arrogance. If your intenat the University of Maine. Their staffs are students just like you, and they could use
tion was sincere, however,
your help to continue to provide the services that you have become accustomed to.
and blithely suggests that
Editorials are the opinions ofand written by the editorial board, whose mentCanada poses an imminent
Leonard,
lamberly
Contreraz,
John
social, economic, militarishols are Stanley Dankoskl, Kris Healey,
Penny Morton, Scott Shelton, Kelly Michaud, Abel Gleason and Justin Bellows. tic/nuclear, and even culinary threat, then I urge you
to take more serious courses and perhaps fill the vast
educational void inherent
in your writing, which is
indicative of a greater sociunderexposed
ologically
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
individual.
Take some history or
Editor in Chief: Penny Morton
political science courses,
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and God bless it, don't
make such naïve and feeble attempts to exhort
your fellow peers into
such pernicious mindsets.
Benjamin J. Smith
Oxford Hall
• Big Brother
Please lock your doors
and speak in hushed tones
for you don't know who
may be listening outside of
your door. Be extra careful
if you clink glass bottles or
talk about drugs. There
might be a law enforcement officer outside your
door listening in on what
you're up to. That's right,
big brother is just around
the corner watching you
get into your cars, talk with
your friends and gather
outdoors at night. Try very
hard not to look suspicious
or you might get followed,
accosted, interrogated, or
otherwise terrorized by our
Public "Safety" officers.
Cops with their ears
to our doors? What is
this? Has anyone been
reading the police blotter
in this paper or the most
recent story on the coke
bust? This should scare
the wits out of anyone
who has any love for
their freedom and privacy. The sneaky spy tactics of our friends at
Public Safety are at best
horrifying. Community
is not synonymous with
police state. It sounds to
me as if our Public
Safety officers have
either watched far too
many cop thriller movies
or are attempting to
intimidate and terrorize
the citizens of this campus. I don't -agree with
breaking the law or
blowing lines of coke or
selling crack to 16-yearolds but I agree even less
with being scared to discuss things behind closed

doors.
Next time I talk about
drugs in my room I will be
sure to check the peephole
for our heroic law enforcement gangsters to make
sure no one is calling for
backup or drug dogs.
Sarah Case
Estabrooke Hall
• Parking tickets
It would seem that
this year public safety
has gotten out of hand
with their issuing of
parking tickets. Last
year they were only $10,
but this year as everyone
knows the price has mysteriously jumped to $25.
Gee, where is all the
money going? Could it be
that Public Safety is building themselves a nice new
building on campus? Or
maybe they feel that
charging a student $100
for parking slightly on the
grass in one of the many
parking
overcrowded
areas near the dorms is
reasonable retribution.
I'd also like to thank
them for building the new
commuter lot damn near a
million miles away from
anywhere we'd need to be
on campus. I know that they
can't please everyone but I
feel that they are getting way
too carried away.
The worst part is,
that if you don't have the
money to pay "their"
bills they'll simply slap it
on your already immense
tab for attending here.
Finally, I'd just like to
remind Public Safety that
we are merely students.
During school hours we
can't hold down full time
jobs to pay their way. Raise
the money somewhere else.

Jared Cowan
Orono

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the
free exchange of ideas among members of the university
community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
300 words. Guest columns should be approximately 600
words. Submissions should be e-mailed or typed, doublespaced and must include full name, address and phone
number. All submissions can be sent to the opininon editor at: Kris.Healey@umit.maine.edu. Anonymous letters will not be published without a compelling reason.
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OPINION
New Wal-Mart poses problems A woman's guide
Five lanes of traffic. 24 hour
a day lighting. Parking for nearly, 1,000 cars. 27 acres of
asphalt, concrete and steele.
Sounds like Boston, not Bangor,
but it is about to be built right in
our back yard. It is not my idea
of a good neighbor.
'It' is unit number 3,563 in
the Wal-Mart empire, a new
superstore proposed to be
built on Stillwater Avenue.
What the street address doesn't say is if Wal-Mart is built
on the site, the edge of the
parking lot would be a mere
70 feet from the Penjajawoc
Stream and Marsh Complex.
This would make the 224,000
square-foot "super"center the
closest neighbor to 183 different species of birds and eight
species of frogs as well as
beaver, deer, and river otters.
Something about this being a
"super" idea escapes me.
The idea behind Wal-Mart
supercenters is its offer of easy,
one-stop shopping available 24
hours a day. In addition to having usual department store fare,
supercenters also house grocery
stores and home and garden
departments. I guess you never
know when you might need to
buy a gallon of milk and a potted plant at four in the morning.
In order to accommodate
late night shoppers, the not-sosupercenter will have to be lit 24
hours a day. Imagine having
enough spotlights to illuminate
1,000 parking spaces 70 feet
from your window. Now think
about trying to sleep with all

that light in your face, and
remember most bird nests don't
come with curtains.
The Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
supports a 250-foot buffer zone
between stores and any wildlife

habitat. Widewater Stillwater
Co. plans to build their WalMart about one-quarter of that
distance from a delicate 300acre wetland. The Bangor Area
for
Organized
Citizens
Development
Responsible
wants to make sure the first
stone is never put into place.
BACORD says the new
store would increase traffic
and congestion as well as air,
noise and light pollution. Runoff from construction, and later
the vast parking lot, is sure to
seep into the marsh causing
environmental concerns rivaling the hype surrounding the
national chain of stores.
BACORD also argues the
noise from the new, wider
Stillwater Avenue and lights
from the parking lot have the
potential to disrupt the feeding
and mating habits of the animals living in the marsh.
I am not a militant antiWal-Mart activist. I admit I
was among the throngs of
UMaine students flocking to

the current Bangor store during
the first week of classes to
stock up on supplies for the
upcoming year. The major
appeal of Wal-Mart is its connvenience. However, this plan
is not appealing, it is irresponsible. While the Stillwater
Wal-Mart could be the latest in
the Sam Walton army, the current Springer Drive location
would become the next casualty of the department store war,
As of 1999, more than 300
Wal-Marts around the county
have been abandoned. That adds
up to 20 million square feet of
empty shelves and unused
resources. It is unnecessary to
build a new store in a new location in Bangor, especially at the
expense of a rare wetland. It
would be irresponsible for the
Bangor City Planning Board and
the Environmental Protection
Agency to allow this destruction
and waste to occur.
Penjajawoc is an American
Indian word meaning, "currently raggedly falling down."
If Widewater is allowed to
build its supercenter on the
proposed site, the marsh may
live up to its name. The
Bangor planning board will be
having a public hearing either
Nov. 7 or Nov. 21 at Bangor
City Hall to discuss the new
building. There, they will listen to concerned members of
the community who choose to
make a stand. It is also there
that they will decide if a rare
state treasure will remain pristine or raggedly fall down.

Censorship more offensive than lyrics
You can't turn on the TV
anymore without hearing about
it. You can't read a newspaper,

listen to the radio or browse the
Internet without seeing and
hearing about it. It is the battle
over censorship, whether it is
in movies, television, or radio.
The battle lines have been
drawn and the presidential
election has proven to be the
perfect battleground.
Each presidential candidate
has their own idea of what
teenagers, small children, and
the public in general should be
exposed to. One says the
movie industry is evil, one says
kids are too grown up too early.
However, the candidates agree
that one artist in particular is
offensive, outrageous, and
inappropriate. Who you ask?
Just look around at any magazine, CD store, or turn on MTV

and you'll hear Eminem's outlandish lyrics.
However are Eminem's sayings really that outrageous? Yes
there are profanities, and explicit
sayings and yes he ads to the
drama by grabbing his genitals
and dressing in what are commonly called "wife beaters".
However, upon closer inspection
some of those bleeps aren't
bleeping profanities at all. One
word in particular not only surprises me, but also offends me.
No not because I can hear it
when I turn on my radio or TV,
because I can't hear it.
It wasn't until I listened to a
friend's CD did I hear the
uncensored version of "The
Real Slim Shady." It was then
that I heard the line "and expect
them not to know what a
woman's clitoris is." MTV and
radio stations across the country refuse to air this word.
Why? Because its been deemed
offensive.
Anatomy is a fact of life.
.natural
There is nothing more
and basic than our bodies.

However, schools refuse to
teach students about their own
bodies. Television stations show
children gang, domestic, and
senseless acts of violence, but
deny them any candid views at
their sexuality.
As a woman, it's hurtful and
degrading to know that a part of
our bodies cannot be named on
public media. It is not as if this
word is a slang term or a term
associated with sexual harassment. Clitoris is the proper medical term, used by medical professionals. After all we can say
penis in public all the time. No
one cringes when they hear it, or
bleeps it out of songs.
Don't get me wrong. I think
there are some things children
should hear and those they should
not. I am not a fan of Eminem's.
So next time you're buying a
CD and see a "parental advisory
warning" sticker on the front,
think about what that means. It
just might not mean profanities,
violence, or racial slurs. It may
simply mean the artist is singing
about the human body.

to November 7
Around election time it seems
voters too often focus on a candidate's personality and appearance when making voting decisions. Instead, it should be

important to consider how a candidate stands on various issues
and to look at their voting record.
Here is an election guide for
women voters who wish to see
what the presidential and Maine
U.S. Senate candidates will do
for issues that matter to women.
Abortion: With the recent
FDA-approval of the abortion
pill, RU-486, this issue is in the
forefront of many candidates
minds. In the presidential race,
both Al Gore and George W.
Bush have stated in debates that
they will not interfere with the
approval and use of this drug
for U.S. women. Bush did state
that he believes the FDA's
approval of this drug is wrong.
As far as records go, Gore
has been very pro-choice. The
Clinton administration brought
$25 million more for family
planning; there is $35 million
extra added to the fiscal 2001
budget. Gore supported a bill to
provide a safety zone around
abortion clinics. He also supported a bill to give Medicaid
support to recipients who were
victims of rape or incest and
sought an abortion,
Bush has been pro-life in his
record. He has supported bills to ban
partial-birth abortions and opposes
public funding of abortions.
In the Maine U.S. Senate
campaign, Republican Sen.
Olympia Snowe and Democrat
Mark Lawrence have each been
in support of some abortions.
Snowe did support the Late
Term Abortion Limitation Act,
seeking to ban all late-term
abortions except in the cases of
when a birth would threaten the
woman's life or risk her physical health.
Education: For college
women, the Bush proposal may
be a boost. Bush is supporting
increased spending on Pell
Grants an increase of 50 per-

cent. He is also proposing a
"College Challenge" which
would give states $1.5 billion
to cover one-third of state costs
to make a merit-based scholarship for college students.
In Gore's National Tuition
Savings proposal, he hopes to
make $10A0 worth of college
tuition tax-deductible. He is also
in support of expanding Pell
Grants and HOPE scholarships.
In the Snowe-Lawrence
race, Snowe also believes education is a top priority and
helped restore $9.4 billion in
student loans. Lawrence also
supports increases in student
loan funding as well as funding
for Pell Grants. He also supports an expanded higher education tax credit.
Guns: In the presidential
race, both Gore and Bush have
strong proposals on their agendas in this area.
Bush wants to have stricter
enforcement of gun laws. He is
urging background checks at
gun shows and pawn shops. He
also supports the juvenile
assault weapons ban and supports
o child
ildsa
is sfuet
pylo
porctiknsg.
stateissued photo licenses to be
required for purchasing handguns. He betimes , handguns
should have safety locks. He
also supports a proposal for gun
free schools if a student brings
a gun to school, they would
receive a one-year expulsion.
Miscellaneous: Gore has
supported closing the pay gap
between men and women. He
supported the national Paycheck
Fairness Act. Gore also has been
a strong advocate for the Family
and Medical Leave Act.
Bush has made several proposals for support for foster care
and adoption for families in the
form of tax credits and vouchers.
In the Senate race, both candidates have made steps to
work on many women's issues.
Lawrence has also been a supporter of the Paycheck Fairness
Act and a supporter of expanding family leave laws. Sen.
Snowe has helped secure
increased funding for breast
cancer research and improved
public information about clinical trials.
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TO RECAP:
AFTER VICTOR ARIOUS, A.K.A. PENULTIMATE
MAN TUOROUGLILY OFFENDED 416 ROOMMATE,
ITCLIY
NICK FARENUE1T, AD NICK
GIRLFRIEND, BET14, I4E DECIDED TO ABANDON
LOS PLAN OF SITTING AROUND TUE LIOUSE
ALL. DAY, 5MOKIIJG CIGARS AND DRINKING DEER
AND GO TO TUE PENINSULA eVNY FIRST
NATIONAL BANK AND DEPO IT
1416 PAYCI4ECK, TUUS
GIVING NICK AND BETtl
A C14ANCE TO COOL OFF.

WOEN VIC ARRIVED AT -rue BANK, HE
INADVERTENTLY WALKED INTO TUE MIDDLE
OF A TERRORIST BOMBING PERPETRATED
BY A GROUP Of RADICAL ANARCHIST
ZEALOTS CLAD IN SUITS LADEN WITH
BALLOONS FILLED WITU BINARY GAS EXPLOSIVES AND REFERRING TO TUEMSELVES AS
"THE GRAPES OF WRATU`, THEY HAD RIGOED
TUE BANK VAULT WITH 100 POUNDS OF PLASTIQUE IL AN ATTEMPT TO OBLITERATE
TUE MONEY TUEREIN, SYMDOLIZING THEIR
STRUGGLE AGAINST TUE WORLDWIDE
OPPRESSION BROUGUT ABOUT BY MONEY.
VIC FOILED TUE BOMBING
ATTEMPT, BUT KILLED FOUR
TERRORISTS AND EXPOSED
WIMSELF TO UNDUE MEDIA
MUNICIPAL SCRUTINY IN TUE
PROCESS. AS A CITY EMPLOY
HERO, LETUAL FORCE DOES NOT
LOOK GOOD IN TUE PAPERS.

e

DURING TUE ENSUING MEDIA CIRCUS AND POLICE
CLEANUP, VIC WAS CASTIGATED BY 1415 NEW
DOSS, TUE CITY'S RECENTLY ELECTED SUPERHUMAN ACTIVITIES COORDINATOR, DR. CORA
MENNINGER. “OSTILITY ONLY INCREASED UPON
TUE ARRIVAL OF PRIME, PENINSULA DAY'S FORE-,
MOST SUPERWERO GROUP, AND VIC'5 REUNION
WITH AVERY MCCORMICK, PRIMER FIELD COMMANDER, W140 HAD 1415 OWN SET OF ISSUES
WITH OUR RECKLESS PROTAGONIST. THE ONE
SAVING GRACE IN VIC'S OTUERWISE HORRIBLE
EVENING WAR TUE ARRIVAL OF VELOC MAK14ACUIKALA, PRIME'S NEW RUNNER AND EASILY TUE
MOST BEAUTIFUL WOMAN VIC HAD EVER LAID
EYES ON. LAYING
PERSONAL FEELINGS
ASIDE, TUE THREE
WENT TO INSPECT
AN E 0.D. VAN THAT VELOC
HAD COME UPON
SIX BLOCKS AWAY
FROM TUE BANK.

g

THE VAN TURNED OUT TO HAVE POUR
DEAD 150Mb DISPOSAL OFFICERS INSIDE
ITS G(11,161407 RIDDLED CAD
MEANW14ILE, BACK AT TUE BALK, THREE
WOMEN DRESSED IN POLICE BOMB
SQUAD UNIFORMS ENTERED AND EXITED TWE VAULT, LEAVING TUE WIRED PLASTIRUE, BUT TAKING ALL OF THE MONEY THAT
WASN'T BOOBY TRAPPED OR OTHERWISE SECURED
TO THE VAULT SHELVES. ANSWERING TO TUE
NAMES PENNY, motet., AND DIME AND UNDER TUE
ORDERS OF AN APPARENTLY RELTIEJ4T CO
CALLED AARON, TUE TRICKY TRIO
LEFT THE BALK. PAUSING ONLY
TO RENDER ONE UNFORTUNATE
BEAT COP UNCONSCIOUS AND
BADLY IN NEED OF DENTAL
SURGERY.
MOW, 15 EVERYBODY UP TO
DATE? 0000. TOMORROW
DIR EMPL.011001/11

The Weekiy Forecast
for Oct. /3 _ Oct. 11
by Kelly A. Preston
You are so super-organized
and efficient, you can do the
job of 2 people, giving the
illusion you have a secret twin
Get through the workload this or something! You'll see some
week, and you'll be shinin' evidence of the patience and
come this time next week. This dedication you've had in your
isn't your best time of the career paying off this week.
month, especially Tuesday and Watch yourself this weekend,
Wednesday, so lay low and try when the Moon in Scorpio
to keep out of conflicts that makes you a snake-eyed sex
don't directly evolve you. machine. Make sure all your
You'll have a better picture of support systems are in place
your financial future on Friday, to prevent you from making
when the New Moon in your the same old dumb mistakes.
money sector is brilliantly lit
and should reveal the holes in
your pockets for mending. CANCER
Other people's money is partic- June 22-July 23)
ularly a point of contention late
in the week. Pay those you owe
because paying later will hit Who's that dancing on Cloud
you harder; trust me.
Nine, way above life's dreary
details and duties this week?
Why that would be YOU, dear
one, and the stars say it's
TAURUS
(Apr.21-May 21)
probably because something
old becomes new again by the
A New Moon in your 7th sec- time the New Moon arrives in
tor of committed relationships sexy Scorpio on Friday. By
heralds the start of a beautiful the end of this year, you'll
new vibe. Those who are know full well where it's all
already in a monogamous going. Children are protected
romance will find it is now a this week; try not to have wormore mature, synchronistic, ries about wee ones. Life is
and solid relationship. Single- slowing down a bit, allowing
and-lookingBulls will find you to pay more attention to
love where they least expect your. appearance and look
it. Even if you aren't seriously your very best.
hit by Cupid's arrow on
Friday, you will likely notice
one person or purpose sudden- LEO
ly becoming more significant. (July 24-Aug.23)
This New Moon energy is very
strong, and since you are a Day in and day out living
material girl/guy, you'll likely arrangements are a big focus
see a material manifestation of now; you are turning a big
corner in that department this
this cosmic occurrence.
week. Decisions you are making now may be linked to
those made late last July, and
GEMINI
will bubble to the surface
(May 22-June 21)
again for review and revision
Work, fame and honor are all Dec. 23 of this year and Feb.
on the front burners this week. 14, 2001, when at last they

ARIES
(Mar.2 I-Apr 20)

will fade into the background
and your efforts will be realized. Get to work, Mr./Ms.
Fix-It. One month from now
you'll get a significant promotion or job offer. Stick to your
tight budget until then when
you will be handsomely
rewarded, and able to splurge
guilt-free.

VIRGO
(Aug. 24-Sept. 23)
Happy Monday to you,
Celestial Cutie! The Moon in
Virgo from now until tomorrow afternoon starts your
week off right--with lots of
love and attention from practically everyone you meet--and
you should be meeting a lot of
new, interesting acquaintances
all week long. Today is especially important for all Virgos,
and some may break old
records of achievement. Don't
blow the chance to travel this
weekend—fly like the wind.

LIBRA
(Sept. 24-Oct. 23)
Keep your thoughts and plans
to yourself this week, as you'll
have a much better opportunity to sway things in your favor
come early November. The
direct motion of Uranus, the
planet of sudden change,
breathes new life to your intimate relationships, which may
have been lacking in sparkle
of late. For some, these sudden improvements will take
place in your work or career,
so be prepared for anything
the boss might pull out of his
or her hat this week!
Forewarned is forearmed.

SCORPIO

(Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
If we all had our dithers, we'd
dress up as YOU this weekend, because you are looking
so Hot right now. Make big
plans, because you'll have the
cosmic energy to make signifigant advancements in
almost any area you choose
for the next 2 weeks. Imagine
that, you, back in the saddle
again! It was worth the wait,
because now you are truly fit
and able to take the reins of
your life, self-directed, with
conviction and foresight.
comes
Interesting
news
Friday. Tweak your friends.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov..23-Dec.21)

They say that the quickest
route to getting what you want
is to lose your attachment to
getting it. This is the process
you've been going through for
almost 5 years, and now that
the lessons have been learned,
you are seeing things "happen" with complete spontaneity in your life. Swimming,
alone, would be a wonderful
way for you to relax this
weekend. Most Sags are
blessed with a long, lean, limber body type which sculpts
itself in water.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Family trips still may be on
the agenda. Or perhaps, the
arrival of loved ones adds
even more pressure to succeed, just when you are feeling a bit stomped on by the
competition. Either way it's a
true "Homecoming Weekend"
for Goats, and I certainly hope

you all have your ducks in a
row! Don't let sibling rivalry
spoil a good time. Your time
to shine is coming soon, so
bow out when the spotlight
hits others. Babies and children, especially to have or
have not, are hot conversation
when
topics. Be frank
expressing your true feelings
on the subject.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
You should be challanging
yourself with every tool at
your disposal, as there is
much to take in around you
that is interesting, exciting,
and fun right now! Friday's
New Moon may bring news of
an old employer who has been
trying to hunt you down for
more of your wonderful work.
Don't seek this out; the stars
could be saying something
you are doing now will bring
you fame in the future, and
that right now all other's are
doing is "looking". Your Ruler
Uranus flips direct this weekend, which enlivens both your
inner and outer self.

PISCES
(Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
Honing your craft creates
opportunities for the future,
specifically in May 2001
when your creative pursuits
turn into a ticket for your shot
at that big brass ring.
Publishing, editing and writing are emphasized for all
Fish. Swim out of town and
away from the rest of the
school this weekend. Come
back for the final hurrah only
after you've made your own
touchdown with that special
someone.
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NOTICE TO READERS
The Maine Campus, your University of Maine newspaper since 1875,
is in a state of financial crisis! We NEED the help and support of our
readers to continue bringing you the news three days a week.
To ensure the continued presence of The Campus at UMaine, the staff of The Maine Campus is
beginning a fund-raising effort to ensure our survival and continued growth.
UPCOMING FUND-RAISING EVENTS
BY THE.MAINE CAMPUS:
SPONSO
- en's Hockey
• 50/50 .1%241
,
*o
a.
:
games, A'onpt
• Look for Oursti‘tir, TO the scarecrow
contest.
Union and
• Visit ouf("hr: es
around-ckampuls
• A Greek retu.
• Sign-up for edy.coiThwith Greek
b6nefit- The Campus.
organio

Come out and show your
support during
Homecoming Weekend!!

recent weeks it has become clear that The Maine Campus is in a
serious financial situation, which, without immediate action, may
force the paper to shut itself down. At the start of the fall semester
The Campus was in debt $19,186 to our printer, Courier Publications
of Rockland. In order to continue printing, the debt needed to be
paid in full when the funds from the communication fee were
received.
In

staff primarily responsible for the conditions contributing most heavily to our accrued debt are no longer employed by The
Maine Campus, the events thot led to our current situation are only
just beginning to become dear. Running a successfuf newspaper is
an expensive venture, and the problems that hove been accumulating over the past decade need to be addressed. A growing staff and
the need for new technololly is not covered by our current budget.
Because the

We, as a staff, while not ileW to the paper, have moved into management positions and are a new team. As weletiled into these
positions we found problems, both in finance and management, and
have begun working through them. Our desire is to raise enough
money to satisfy both immediate needs and long-term goals. We are
prepared to take responsibility for this situation and want to ensure
it does not happen to future Maine Campus staff members. As a
team we are working in concert with the university administration to
develop a plan to put The Maine Campus back on track.

Maine Campus editors and writers are staffing the 50/50 raffle at
Alfond Arena during men's hockey for the 00-01 season. Proceeds
earned are part of an ongoing fund-raising effort at The Campus.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.

How to contact
The Maine Campus
Kris Healey
Penny Morton
Scott Shelton
volunteer co-ordinator
editor in chief
marketing director
581.1269
581.1271
581.1267
other inquiries can be made by calling 581.1270
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style
UMaine benefits
from art donation
By Debra Hatch
Copy Editor
The University of Maine
Museum of Art received a very
special gift of artwork in late
September.
Photographs from noted portrait and science photographer
Berenice Abbott as well as prints
of historic documentary photographer Eugene Atget have been
donated to the Museum by Susan
Blatchford
of
Monson.
Blatchford's gift includes about
39 photographs by Abbott and 15
printed works of Atget's, helping
to make the university's collection even larger than before.
Abbott, who throughout her
lifetime had exhibited her work
at the UMaine museum—both in
1957 and 1971—received an
honorary degree from the
University in August of 1971.
In 1986, she was honored for
her achievements in photography
with a Maryann Hartman Award.
She died in 1991 at the age of 93.
Abbott was originally born in
Ohio in 1898, but retired to
Monson in 1964 and spent the
rest of her life there.
Her portrait and science photography first became celebrated
from her pictures of celebrated
Parisian literary and artistic figures of the day. She also became
interested in Atget's work while
she was in Paris. Atget (18571927) documented the changing
life and architecture of Paris in
the first quarter of the century.
Abbott purchased Atget's collection of glass plates and prints
after his death in 1927, helping
to preserve his work and technique. She even used his technique to document the changing
face of New York City in the
'30s and `40s. Her work has been
made into a book and the New
York Public Library has one the
largest collections of Abbott
photos—both original and made
under her supervision.
All of the photographs by
Atget that were donated were
prints made by Abbott.
The latest showing of her
work, held in 1998. featured her
photographs from two trips in
1954 from Fort Kent to Key
West, Florida. Wally Mason,
director of the Museum of Art
said the exhibit was one of the
largest the museum has held in
four years. It ran for two-and-ahalf months and toured schools
throughout the state of Maine
with help from the Maine
Community Foundation Grant.
This most recent donation
joins a previous 1997 donation
from UMaine alumnus Robert
Venn Carr Jr. His donation,
according to Mason, was a $1 million gift of art that included some
See ART on page 12

arts

UV'leaves audiences happy
By Erik W. Cattelle
For the Maine Campus

"Luv," a play by Murray
Schisgal, made its run this weekend, pleasing audiences with its
classic comic timing and traditional gags.
The play, said to be a satirical version of the "relationship
plays," makes the bold statement that "all you need is Luv."
As situation after situation
worsens, all solutions come by
the way of love, as the characters trade it back and forth. The
standard humor was well
orchestrated, but became predictable at times .
The play revolves around
three characters: Harry, a
depressed, owl-eyed hypochon
driac; Milt, his old school
buddy and Milt's wife, Ellen, a
suppressed woman screaming
to get away. The roller coaster
begins as Harry attempts to
jump off a bridge. Just in the
nick of time, Milt happens to
stroll in and ease Harry down.
They chat until Milt admits
that he came to the bridge at this
exact time because he wanted to
throw himself off it. Later enters
Ellen, the source of Milt's problem,, as she accuses him of having an affair. Things switch
around; Harry ends up with Ellen
as Milt goes off to be with his
lover.
At this point, things develop
rather nicely. Harry, played by

UMaine students Timothy Simmons and Rick Solomon perform over the weekend in 'LUV,' a play by
Murray Schisgal. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM
Rick Solomon, and Milt
(Timothy Simons) share most
of the spotlight as the audience witnesses their situational and physical comedy. Ellen
(Kim Tripp) graces our presence and completes the triangle.
When the action resumes
months have passed and Ellen is
sitting on the bench by the same
bridge. Suddenly a man comes
in riding a bike. The man is Milt.
The audience is surprised to find
out they are horribly unhappy
and are still in love with each
other.
By the end of it all, Harry

ends up over the bridge as the
now happy couple exits stage
left.
Timothy Simons, a senior,
displays both his natural and
learned abilities as Milt. Giving
the best performance of the small
cast, Simons did everything from
riding a bike to jumping off the
bridge. He took the standard
humor and gags and made them
his own.
Tripp gave an enthusiastic
performance as Ellen, as she
worked well with the other
actors. Solomon also contributed
well, convincingly expressing his
character's flaws.

The show was well supported by both the sound and
lights. Throughout the production, various songs and
effects highlighted each scene.
The lighting was subtle and
efficient, presenting a pleasant
ambience in the theatre.
These two elements were
not without an able set. The
set, although not elaborate, was
solidly constructedahnd—decorated, as actors ran on, climbed
or swung from every set piece.
The technical crew created an
environment from which nothing but good things could
See %UV' on page 12

Keb' Mo'to bring the blues to Orono
By Kevin Gove
For The Maine Campus

Keb' Mo' may have got his
big break with The Wiiodunit
Band in the late '80s, but it's no
mystery why many call him the
best bluesman
performing
today.
Wednesday at 7 p.m. the
two-time Grammy Award winner and his band will play the
Maine Center for the Arts in
the first of his two Maine
appearances.
The drop-dead-gorgeous sister duo The Pierces will open
for Keb' Mo' in their first tour
performance ever.
Born Kevin Moore in
Compton, Cal., Mo'took on the
street talk version of his name
in the early 90's.
Shortly after, in 1994, he
released his first, self-titled
album with Okeh records.
With the soulful, honest lyrics
and upbeat music on his debut
recording, Mo' provided a taste
of what would make his next
two releases so popular.

Mo' wrote seven of the
songs on his first album and
paid tribute to legendary blues
artist Robert Johnson with the
addition of his original hits
"Come On In My Kitchen"
and "Kindhearted Woman
Blues."
Original compositions and
re-recordings of the best bluesmen of the past continue to be a
staple on Mo's albums.
Keb' Mo's second release,
"Just Like You," won the
Grammy for Best Contemporary
Blues Album in 1996 and his
1998 album,"Slow Down," won
a Grammy in the same category.
His latest release,"The Door,"
came out Oct. 10 and has already
received plenty of acclaim.
Mo' has been touring solo
since late September but his
stop in Orono will be the first
with his band.
If you can't catch Mo' this
Wednesday he'll be appearing
at the State Theater in Portland
Nov. 2.
For more information on
Keb' Mo' check out www.sony
music.com

Keb Mo' will play the MCA at 7 p.m on Wednesday. PHOTO
COURTESY VVWVV.SONYMUSIC.COM
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Homecoming important to Greek life and traditions
By Casey Johnson
For the Maine Campus
Homecoming is a time-honored University of Maine tradition, especially for members
and alumni of fraternities and
sororities. During their time as
collegians Greeks develop lifeand
friendships,
long
Homecoming is their opportunity to renew bonds of brotherhood and sisterhood at their
treasured alma mater.
The weekend is also a
chance for active collegians to
network with alumni, learning
about old tradition as well as
career paths and life experiences. Active members strive
very hard to keep a strong alumni connection, since it is their
link to the history of their individual chapters. An excellent
example of this alumni link is
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, which
celebrates its 121st anniversary
at the University of Maine this

year.
Beta has a storied career at
UMaine and its chapter house is
the roots on which its brotherhood continues to grow. The
house has recently been included on a new historical walking
tour of the campus, since it was
the first fraternity house on
campus.
Completed in 1902, it undergoes continual renovation with
the help of alumni.
This summer over $23,000 in
improvements were made on the
house, including the replacement
of rotted shingles, new carpets,
tiling in the basement, and painting of the entire exterior.
Additionally, the upstairs bathroom is being completely remodeled.
Alumni do not only help
financially at Beta, however.
Every so often, the brothers
invite alumni to join them in a
"work weekend," where brothers
and alumni combine their
resources into one labor force to

make improvements on the very special events to honoring
house. Last summer, two alumni the connection with alumni. The
even flew in from California to first brings back a ritual ceremony called the "fraternal fifties," a
help out.
Alumni dedication to the tradition that recognizes men
University of Maine does not who have been brothers of Beta
stop at the chapter house. Theta Pi for fifty years or more.
Currently, there are four build- The second is very special to the
ings on campus named for Beta brothers of the Beta Eta chapter,
alums: Neville Hall, Boardman as it is a memorial service to
Hall, Bennett Hall, Chandler alumni brother Ken Hayes, who
House of Doris 'INvitchell Allen recently died. Hayes was a proVillage and Wells Conference fessor of Political Science at
UMaine for many years, and also
Center.
A fifth building arrives next served in the Maine State
year with the groundbreaking of Legislature.
This year's Homecoming is
the new Buchanan Alumni
House. Dr. Buchanan, a mem- not all about ritual, it also
ber of the Class of 1944, donat- involves a great deal of fellowed $1 million to the University ship. The brothers are known in
Alumni Association in order to the annual Greek Sing and Talent
build the new center for all Competition for their musical
UMaine alumni to "come home inclination, and have been practicing for quite a while to perform
to.
There are numerous plans for for alums this weekend. They
this year's Homecoming, most of have also booked a jazz band to
which have been packed into play at the house on Saturday
Saturday for alumni traveling evening at a house barbecue.
These plans may sound pretty
convenience. There will be two

easy to put together for the weekend, but homecoming at Beta is
very well attended. "Formal
invitations were sent out to over
680 alumni," said Johnson, and
more than 200 are expected to
attend.
The house is also a place for
alumni from sororities and other
fraternities to gather,just to meet
old friends and catch up on old
times. Homecoming is not only a
time to look at the past, but also
to learn about what the chapter is
like today.
Last year, Beta won Greek
Life awards for Best Display of
Traditionalism and Outstanding
Community Service. The chapalumni
Housing
ter's
Corporation, a group which
advises the chapter and helps
assess house improvements, will
be meeting this weekend, and
has the current brothers to congratulate for their continual
efforts in keeping the spirit of
Beta Theta Pi alive and well at
UMaine.

Coffeehouse series brings songwriter Les Sampou back
By Kimberly Leonard
Style Editor
On Tuesday at 8 p.m., singer,
songwriter Les Sampou will
grace Hilltop Commons with her
mixed drink of rock, pop and
folk.
Sampou has been compared
to Melissa Etheridge, Ani
D'Franco, Alanis Morrisette
and Sarah McGlaughlin in her

songwriting.
"When it comes to fiery
singer/songwriters with dramatic melodies and clever turns of
phrases, Les Sampou can certainly compete with the best of
them," said David Wildman in a
Boston Globe review.
Sampou grew up in a small
town in Massachusetts. She
was one of five children with
no rich musical education. He

first exposure was to Burl Ives,
Peter, Paul and Mary and Joan
Baez, the extent of her parent's

record collection. But Sampou
began to sing as soon as she
could talk, according to her

Web site, www.lessampou.com,
See COFFEEHOUSE on page 12

,
Peace Week 2000 Special Presentation'
Hero of Rubin "Hurricane" Carter

n Artis s

"Truth,Reconciliation,& the South for Peraonal Peace"
I $00 IKE UNIVERSITY OF

*MAINE
human spirit
is stronger
than anything
that could
happen to it"

100 Donald P. Corbett
University of Maine, Orono
Monday, October 23, 2000
7:00 pm - Reception to follow

For more info, call 581-2609.

John Artis had a promising future when in 1966 he was arrested with Rubin
"Hurricane" Carter for a triple murder they did not commit.
Sentenced with Carter to three life terms, Artis did not let prison life defeat him."Initially I
was angry because I was falsely accused. But I met an older prisoner who told me that anger
would consume the vessel that contains it."
In 1975 Artis was told he would be set free if he testified that Caner committed the
murders. Artis would not lie — he was sent back to jail until he was released on parole in
December of 1981.
After his release, Artis knew his passion lay with helping young people find direction.
Rubin "Hurricane" Carter calls him a hero, the kids think of him as a savior, and his
audiences think he is an inspiration.
Also - An informal discussion with John Anis
Tuesday, October 24, 11:00 — 12:30pm
310 Boardman, University of Maine, Orono

Free showings of movie The Hurricane
100 UPC: Thursday, October 19, 7:00 pm
Sunday, October 22, 330 pm

Presentations are free,open to the public and accessible. Supported in part by:

Sociology,
Peace Studios Program, Division ofLifelong Learning, College ofNoma Solenees Forestry & A rhulujr,
lutemstirmal Programa, Counseling C.enter. Meagan* amuse Smith Canter fbirPublio Policy, Moine Falkirk Cents;
library, Equal Opportunity, Itcomniica, Ilistesy,(Note.for Cornimuilty Inclusion, Women's Studita/ WIC,(Minna
Affairs Committee,Sturm of Labor Education,Liberal Arts & Sciences Political Scions Onward Program.The Arthur
Leed Fund and Clam of 1934, Fund and other onions, piograms,and departments on campus

Photo courtesy Flying Fish
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With new album Green Day finally grows out of punk genre
By Chris Gorman
For the Maine Campus
With
the
release
of
"Warning," Green Day's sixth
studio album, one will probably notice a slight change in
sound.
Make that a drastic change.
Green Day is effectively no
longer a punk band. The new
sound still incorporates plenty
of snotty vocals, fast paced pop
and the overall Green Day attitude. However, it also incorporates a harmonica, strings, an
organ and a sax. According to
the press release, vocalist/guitarist Billy Joe Armstrong has

been listening to a lot of Dylan
lately. Believe it or not, it
shows.
Much of the album sounds
like folk. While there are certainly songs with edge, like the
new single "Minority," songs
like "Warning," "Hold On" and
"Macy Day Parade" are definitely channeling Joan Baez,
not Joey Ramone.
Surprisingly, it works. Billie
Joe, Mike Dirnt and Tre Cool
sound confident and mature on
the new set. For those who want
the traditional Green Day songs
about masturbation, getting shot
down by girls and general teen
angst, try elsewhere. Perhaps

realizing that in a scene saturated with punk-lite (Blink-182)
and pseudo-hardcore (Limp
Bizkit), Green Day decided it
was time for a new approach.
The former East Bay boys
have put together an eclectic
collection. While many of the
songs fall into the aforementioned rock or folk categories,
there are also songs that don't
fall into either category. The
incredibly strange "Misery"
sounds like a demented waltz,
"Blood, Sex and Booze" and
"Church on Sunday" are pure
power-pop, and does anyone
remember Petula Clark's 1964
hit "Downtown?" If not, get

Art

From page 10

of the "finest 20th century prints in
the world." Carr's gift was his second in 11 years and along with the
Blatchford gift helped provide the
university with one of the most
extensive collections of works on
paper in New England. This is also
Blatchford's second gift to the
UMaine museum.
The works on paper are largely prints, but also paintings and
drawings, Mason said. These
works constitute 70 percent of
the 6,000-piece University collection. This collection is owned
entirely by the citizens of Maine.
"This is a gigantic boost in get-

ting our photography collection
established," Mason said. "Our
collection includes photos from
other artists, but none of such historical significance as Abbott's.
This newest gift puts us on the
map photography-wise and gives
us a real running start to put
together a critical mass of photos."
Blatchford knew
Abbott
throughout the last ten years of
her life and her gift allows the
museum to add perspectives of
the individual photographer's—
Abbott and Atget—their art and
the circumstances that brought

them together. Abbott largely
used Atget's work to influence her
own and for that their styles are
connected. Mason said the museum is fortunate to be able to create a context between Abbott's
work—beginning to end—and
Atget's.
The Museum of Art will not
be showing Abbott and Atget's
photographs until they are in the
museum's catalog. Mason said
the museum will choose to
exhibit them at the museum's
new location in downtown
Bangor near Harlow and Central
Street.

Depression
is an illnessnot a weakness.
T RE4T DEPRESSION
gl Cause of Suicide

http://www.save.org
MAINI CI

ready for a reminder. Green
Day borrowed the melody for
the song "Waiting".
It's inevitable Green Day will
take heat for almost totally abandoning punk in favor of folkrock and pop, but then again,
Green Day has always been
pop, and they have always done
it well.
While fellow major label
punkers The Offspring and
Blink-182 cater to the lowest
common denominator, trying to
hold on to a punk personae and
play on a bill with N'Sync at the
same time, Green Day have
never really cared. Song quality
is job number one with this col-

lective, and to hell with what
anyone else says. It worked for
the Clash, and it can work again.
In short, this album would
make a nice to addition to any
collection. There is something
for every Green Day fan,
whether you are a fan of their
soft side (i.e. "Time of your
Life"), or perhaps the old
school
("Going
to
Pasalacqua").
This may not be the greatest
thing the Gilman Street scene
has ever produced, but it is a
worthy successor to 1997's
"Nimrod," and it should provide hours of listening enjoyment.

Coffeehouse
and started memorizing folk
songs. Like many writers,
Sampou began writing in the
form of journals and poetry
around 12 years old.
When Sampou reached her
mid-twenties she really began
to take interest in music.
"Every weekend in high
school I went to at least one
rock concert at the Boston
Garden or the Orpheum. But
while I dreamed of being up
there on stage, I never seriously thought I could do it. It took
a lot of searching, a lot of other
jobs, and perhaps a bit of fate
to commit to music full time.
But once I started, I never
looked back," she said.
Sampou said she wants her
music to reveal "human stories
that reveal our depth of spirit
and emotion." She said she
strives to divine the things that
motive such as truth and inspira-

From page 11
tion.
Sampou has released three
albums to date. The first,
"Sweet Perfume," contains the
most blues. Three original blues
songs,
Sweet
Perfume,
Chinatown and Bootleg Blues
are among those on the album
that brought Sampou the
Kerrville Songwriting Award.
Sampou's second album,
"Fall from Grace," followed
up with more blues and charismatic storytelling but added
folk.
Music Matters reviewer
Roberta B. Schwartz has hailed
Sampou's self-titled third and
latest album as her crowning
achievement.
"Whether your preferred
mode of listening is rock, pop,
or folk, it's just great music.
And no one spins a tale like
Sampou. Take a listen. She
rocks with the best of thqm."

`LUV'

From page 10

come.
Overall, the first performance from the Maine Masque
was successful. The actors,
along with a very supportive

technical crew, contributed to
the success of the production.
"Luv" left the audience smiling and waiting for more good
things to come.

N I I IZ MI< liii.AIZIS

There's Something Funny Going on in Washington

Open
your mind
You may learn
something about
yourself.

Capitol Steps
Musical Political Satire
Monday,September 23 at 7:00 pm
The program will include selections from - Son ofa Bush, Livin'Libido Loco,Take the Money
and Run for President, I Enjoy Being Al Gore and There's Something About Primary.

S5 RI /14,11 I It k.

SAI.F, 101)

*Bring your student ID (MaineCard) and get your tickets at the Box Office
today, Box Office hour. are Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Rush
tickets can also be purchased 90 minutes before the performance.

The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

STEPHEN C. SMITH
Attorney at Law
• Criminal Defense
• Personal Injury
P.O. Box 1957
Tel. (207) 941-2395
Bangor, ME 04402
Fax.(207) 941-9608
rnainela@hotmail.com
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Men's hockey: Black Bear Hockey Classic
get rolling, they're so tough to
stop."
Metcalf and Reimann added
second period goals, and Kevin
Veneruzzo scored for the Saints
late in the period. At the second
break, Maine had a commanding
7-2 lead.
"After we answered their first
goal with those two quick (goals)
you could see them let down a little," Trattnig said. "We kind of
got hot, everything was going our
way tonight."
Maine's Lucas Lawson added
a shorthanded goal in the final
period to punctuate the Black
Bear's successful evening on special teams.
The Black Bear's imminent
victory took on a special edge
when interim head coach Gene
sophomore
inserted
Reilly
Trapper Clark between the pipes.
Clark entered the contest to a
standing ovation and quickly
turned away a couple of SLU
scoring chances.
"I was a little nervous," Clark
said of his first collegiate action.
"It's been a long year and a half."
"We're starting to gel,"
Metcalf said. "The special teams
were the key tonight, but this
team is really starting to come
together."
Doug Janik emphasized the
importance of the win by saying,
"it's our first championship of the
year. It's also our first win over a
team that will boost our RPI ranking. This is just what we needed
to get things going in the right
direction."
Maine had defeated the U.S.
Developmental Team on Friday
night, 3-1, to advance to the final.
The Black Bears got goals from
Rei mann, Trattnig and Dan

World Series
from page 16
ball and Pratt would have gave the
Mets a two-run cushion. A two-run
lead is a mountain compared to a
one-run advantage heading into the
last inning. They should have sent
Pratt and the Yankees ninth inning
rally would have been for not.

from page 16

Maine just misses a goal as the puck hits the crossbar on Friday. Maine beat the U.S. Under-18 Development Squad on Friday 3-1.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.
Kerluke. Junior Mike Morrison
(17 saves) was solid between the
pipes and spectacular in the second period.
St. Lawrence defeated Holy
Cross, 5-1, in the tourney's first
game on Friday afternoon.
Saint forward Mike Gellard
and defenseman Matt Derosiers
keyed the victory. Gellard's goal
late in the first period gave SLU
a 2-0 lead and proved to be the

Butkus

game winner.
In Saturday's consolation
game, the U.S. Developmental
Team stormed Holy Cross from
the opening faceoff, winning 92.
The U.S. team scored two
shorthanded goals in the game.
They also got a two-goal performance from defenseman
Mike Gens along with a four
point night (1 goal, 3 assists)

are more athletes in the game,
and that makes it harder for us.
"As far as toughness, they
didn't have the facilities we
have," he added. "The game's
just evolved."
One might wonder how he
would have fared against his
father, or L.T., for that matter.

DIP1OHE Power
()Innovate
If you're looking for a way to power up your career,
please forward a cover letter and scannable
resume to: resurnegnmIt.edu
Fax:(781)981-2011; or mail to:
Human Resources, MIT Lincoln
Laboratory, CNOO, 244 Wood Street,
Lexington, MA 02420-9108. M/F/DN.
An Equal Opportunity Employer,
US Citizenship is required.

The Black Bears will now
turn their attention to another
high-caliber opponent: Ohio
State. The Buckeyes come to
town next weekend for a pair of
games beginning Friday night at
8 p.m.

Classifieds

from page 14

could be drawn in that direction.
Is the game still won in the
trenches?
Luke acknowledges the game
has changed, but he won't say
it's gotten tougher.
"I don't know about tougher,"
Butkus said. "Today I think there

Put some power behind your ideas. At MIT Lincoln
Laboratory, your research and ideas will be transferred
directly into the development of leading edge, real-world
applications, including air defense, space surveillance, communications and air traffic control systems.

from forward Rob Flynn.
"This was a good tournament
for us," U.S. coach Mike Eaves
said after the victory over Holy
Cross. "We got a chance to play
against a great team (Maine) yesterday (Friday) and that probably
prepared us for,.this game."

Please visit our website or Career
Services for time, location and date of
our informational session and date of
Interviews for Foil 2000
If you are pursuing a degree In:

• Bectrical Engineering
•Physics
• Computer Sdence
• Mathernatics
• Mechanical Engineering
•AeronauticslAstronautics
maybe you have the power to succeed at:

Miscellaneous

For Rent

FOR
SERVICES
LEGAL
UNDERGRADUATES-Free
consultation. Service of
Student Government. M-WTH; 3rd Floor Memorial
Union. 581-1789.

Room in Apt available! Mill
St. Orono. On Bus Route.
S265/month includes heat &
HW. Call 827-3769-Jen.

Orono-Room fer Tent S250
+utils. Nonsmokers. No
Bartending. lease. Pets okay. 866-5548
University
Classes start soon. 1-800-UCan-Mix. www.universitvTravel
bartendina.com Space is
limited.

Fraternities*Sororities*Clu
bs* Student Groups- Earn
S1000-2000 this quarter
easy
the
with
Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so
Contact
today!
call
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.co
M.

LINCOLN LABORATORY
MASSACHUSETTSINSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

ed 1.1

"Gay/Les/BifTrans/Question
GrpDiscussion
ing**
Mondays 6-7:30pm Old Town
Rm Memorial Union.

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Best Prices Guaranteed!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida. Book Cancun and
get free meal plan. Earn
cash and Go Free! Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800234-7007 or endlesssummertours.com

Advertise in
the classifieds.
Call
581-1273
between 9&4
to place an ad.

Anne.

-.Ark

M.
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Volleyball drops three matches Spiders down Black
Voss posts 71 kills on the weekend Bears in football
By Lucas Peterson
Volleyball Reporter
The University of Maine
women's volleyball team hosted
three important America East
matches over the weekend, but
did not come away with any victories. Delaware, Drexel and
Towson University all picked up
conference wins at the expense
of the Black Bears.
In Sunday's action, the
Towson Tigers brought a veteran
team to Orono and left town with
a conference win. The Tigers
lost a marathon five-game match
to Northeastern Saturday night
but did not let that affect them as
they beat Maine in three tight
games.
In game one, Towson jumped
out to the early lead, but the
Black Bears rallied to tie the
game at 9-9 on a nice serve by
Cheryl Elliott. Towson regained
the lead however, and went on to
win the game 15-10.
The veteran Tigers had four
seniors and two juniors on the
court most of the match.
Maine countered with a lineup
consisting of four freshmen
and two juniors. The experience of the Tigers showed up
in game two. Maine led early
on with Adrienne Poplawski
serving three straight pOints to
boost the Black Bears. With
the Black Bears up 9-7,
Towson scored five unanswered points to take the lead.
Game two ended the same as
game one, 15-10 Towson.
With the Black Bears leading
8-7 in game three, setter Cheryl
Elliott reeled off five straight
points. The talented freshmen
leads America East in service
aces with 34.

Maine's Cheryl Elliott sets
against Drexel on Saturday
afternoon. CAMPUS Pi-io-ro BY
ANNE MALCOLM.

The Black Bears seemed to
have game three won, leading
by six and needing only two
points to secure a victory.
However,
the
veteran
Towson team is familiar with
these situations and did not let

UMF Computer Club's

W Computer Expo
Oct. 28 10:00-4:00
Roberts Learning Center
UMaine Farmington

What's at the Expo?
Presentations,
Talks,
Network Gaming,
Free Computer Cleaning,
Commercial Vendors
Admission - $3
Free with Student ID /
For more info, call 778-8101

Sponsored By Apple Computer

the score affect their play. They
charged back and tied the game
at 14. The Black Bears could not
rally and lost the deciding game
16-14.
Saturday's action brought
Drexel to town. The two teams
battled the entire match and
forced a fifth game to decide the
outcome. The Black Bears came
out of the locker room looking
very loose and relaxed before the
start of the match. The feeling
carried over to game one which
Maine won 15-9.
Drexel applied constant pressure to begin the second game
and got help from Jenny
Gorecki. The sophomore served
very well in game two, helping
the Dragons grab the early lead.
The Black Bears hurt themselves with a few mental errors.
Maine was called for two out of
rotation violations and could
not find those two points the
rest of the game, eventually losing 15-13.
Drexel won game three 15-12,
but the Black Bears showed very
spirited play at the net. Elliott and
fellow freshmen Claire Poliquin
sparked the Black Bears with
great combination plays in games
three and four. Maine won the
fourth game 15-11.
The fifth and deciding game
began with a huge kill by outside hitter Leah Voss. Last
week, Voss was named America
East Player of the Week and
currently leads the conference
in kills. The teams traded
points back and forth to start
the match until Drexel pulled
ahead 8-6.
The Dragons increased their
lead, but Maine stayed in the
game with excellent hustle play
from Poliquin. The freshmen has
taken advantage of her increased
playing time and played very
solid for Maine. Drexel held off
Maine to win the game 15-12
and the match 3-2.
Maine lost to Delaware on
Friday night, 15-11, 15-10 and
15-7. The Black Bears currently
stand at 9-13 overall, 2-6 in the
conference.

By John Contreraz
Sports Editor
D'Arcy Wills scored the goahead touchdown in the fourth
quarter as Richmond beat Maine
17-6 in Atlantic 10 action on
Saturday.
Heading into the fourth,
Maine (2-5, 0-4) had a 6-3 lead
until Wills' rushing touchdown
from 10 yards out gave
Richmond (5-2, 3-1) a 10-6 lead.
Richmond's Tyronne Turner
added another score midway
through the fourth to seal the victory for Richmond. Turner finished the game with 170 yards on
the ground.
Richmond started the drive on
the Maine 16-yard line after
Ramon Richeson picked off a
Jake Eaton pass. Richmond's
Josh Spraker pressured Eaton to

Illinois player attempts to
live up to Butkus name
By Geoff Dodd
Daily Collegian
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.(UWIRE) — The name? You've
probably seen it before.
No, not the first. The last one.
The one with the seemingly indisputable NFL ties.
Sure, Luke Butkus knows
you've heard the name, too. He
hasn't lived in a shell. He hears it
all the time, too.
He acknowledges it all, a
tightly forced smile coupled with
a squint, as one would appear
when staring at the sun.
Butkus is the nephew of former Chicago Bears linebacker
Dick Butkus, whom the Illinois
Football Media Guide dubiously
dubbed "the greatest linebacker
in football history."
"When you're talking linebacker, you're watching films of
Butkus," said Luke's teammate,
Jerry Schumacher.
A few New York Giants fans
might scoff, instead parading
their own hero, Lawrence Taylor.

Find Us and
You'll Discover
the World!
Study Abroad Resource Room
The Maples -- 3rd Floor
(vv. may 1.a littl• luud to find — but we're worth the trip!)
Fail Hours:
Wednesday: 11 -4
and
Monday
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday: 10-4
Tel: 581-3426 or 581-1509

cause the interception.
Todd Jagoutz provided the
Maine scoring with a pair of field
goals. Jagoutz hit from 40 yards
out in the second quarter and
from 29 yards in the third.
Richmond opened up the scoring on its second possession of
the game on a Doug Kirchner 30yard field goal. The teams were a
combined 5-of-23 on third down
conversions.
The Spiders posted 316 rushing yards, with Turner, Wills and
Sean Gustus leading the way.
The teams headed to the half
tied 3-3.
Richmond fumbled the ball
three times, while Maine posted
one turnover that Richmond converted into seven points.
Maine will host Rhode Island
on Saturday at 12 p.m. at home
for the homecoming game.

smAr.ume.mabicedu/—intornational

Exchange costs comparable to UMaine costs!
Finandal Aid applies•Scholarships available
Credit pre-approvedfor transfer

STUDY ABROAD FAIR IS COMING - NOV 1St

(At least one article, on
ESPN.com, called Taylor "a
Butkus with wheels.")
Dick Butkus was named as the
head coach of the Chicago-based
XFL team (a league jointly
owned by the World Wrestling
Federation and NBC) before
being promoted to Director of
Football Competition — nearly
four months prior to the inaugural
season.
He is a University of Itlinois
alumnus. Taylor, on the other
hand, attended University of
North Carolina.
Luke Butkus doesn't care. He
plays center. To compare him to
his uncle, he says, is fine for the
papers, but poor logically.
"When I first got here, that's
all I got was questions about
him," Luke said. "There's still
comparisons, but I still play a different style of ball."
Last season, he was responsible for snapping the ball on nearly each play of each game to
quarterback Kurt Kittner. It was
his first year starting, after a year
of coming in for nine games as a
backup.
He held four teams sackless,
and helped the Fighting Illini
rush for more than 2,000 yards
and pass for nearly 3,000.
This year, six games in and the
seventh against Penn State
tomorrow, the Illini have both
rushed and passed for more than
1,000 yards — 1,112 rushing and
1,238 passing. With five games
remaining, including Saturday's,
those numbers don't quite parallel last season's.
Then again, the offense turned
out to be the highest-scoring
squad in school history.
Perhaps the defenses were
substantially weaker last year.
And with teams such as
Indiana and Iowa, each giving
up more than 30 points per
game, a concise argument
See BUTIWS on page 13
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Delaware, Towson defeat Maine in men's soccer
Losses eliminate Black Bears from America East playoff contention
By Kevin Gove

Men's Soccer Reporter
The sun was shining on
Alumni Field all weekend but the
University of Maine men's soccer
team spent little time basking in
Mother Nature's light falling to
Delaware 2-1 on Friday and
Towson 2-0 on Sunday in
America East action.
In yesterday's match with the
Tigers, first-half goals by Randy
Tolson and Alfonso DeMares
accounted for all the offense
Towson (8-6-1, 5-1- I) would
need in their victory over the
Black Bears (2-9-2, 0-6-1).
Tolson struck first, 16:09 into
the contest, putting home the
rebound of a DeMares shot that
was turned aside by Maine goalTodd
keeper Mat .Cosgriff.
Lauber started the scoring play
with a crossing pass from the endline on the left wing. Cosgriff
lunged to get a hand on the shot
from DeMares and Tolson was
unmarked on the right side of the
net to give the Tigers a 1-0 lead.
Towson continually served its
forward line with long balls from
midfield and both wings. After
playing on a smaller pitch at New
I-Iampshire Friday, the Tigers
were more comfortable implementing their offensive attack on
Maine's larger playing surface.
"This is a nice size field for us
to play on," Towson head coach
Frank Olzewski said. "On New
Hampshire's smaller surface we
couldn't really use the width of
the field."
A long, crossing pass from
Colin Carew'on the left wing produced the Tiger's second goal.
Tolson received the ball in the
penalty box and headed it at the
goal. The ball was deflected by
Black Bear back Jason Skilling to
the foot of DeMares who volleyed
it into the top right corner of the

Field hockey
from page 16
Bears on the score board with an
unassisted goal midway through
the second half, to make the
score 2-1.
Despite the increased intensity on the UMaine side of the ball,
UNH put the game out of reach
when they scored their third goal
of the contest. The game finished
up that way and UNH took the 31 victory with them back to
Durham. The loss means that the
Black Bears are mathematically
eliminated from postseason play.
"It's tough to come to grips
with the fact that we aren't going
to make the postseason tournament this year." Head coach
Terry Kix said after the loss.
"However, we still have a couple
of games left and we will have to
see what we can do in those
games."
The Black Bears have two
games remaining on their schedule. They will hit the road for two
next weekend against Towson
University and University of
Delaware.

During Friday's matchup, Maine's Mike Manfre tries to hold off Delaware's Jeff Martel (right) and
Todd Everett (left). CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.

Maine goal at the 30:40 mark.
Black Bear head coach Travers
Evans was not pleased with the
scoring opportunities Towson was
allowed throughout the first 45
minutes of play.
"We gave the ball away a lot
and we gave them the ball in bad
places," Evans said. "They outworked us and outhustled us in
the first half."
Maine picked up its own
offense after halftime, keeping the
ball in Tiger territory for the
majority of the second half. The
Black Bear's best scoring chance
came with just over six minutes
remaining in the match. Mike
Manfre's head off a corner kick
was placed beautifully just inside
the right post, but the ball was

cleared away by a Towson
defender on the goal line. Less
than a minute later a low shot by
Manfre from 20 yards out was
saved by Tiger goalkeeper Chris
Hurley.
Hurley made six saves, earning
his sixth win of the season, while
Cosgriff stopped the same number of shots for Maine.
The contest was the final oncampus home appearance for senior captains Skilling and Russell
Hutchinson. Skilling, a threeyear letter winner from Gray, has
been the Black Bear's defensive
anchor for the past two years. He
was named to the America East
Academic Honor Roll in 1998
and 1999 and was a UMaine
Scholar-Athlete Silver Medalist

last year. Hutchinson's final year
for Maine has been his best ever.
The Lynchburg, Va. native is currently sixth in America East with
14 points on six goals and two
assists.

shot sailed over the crossbar.
Minutes later O'Connor had
another chance cleared off the
goal line and the ball was gathered by Hutchinson who put a
shot just wide of the right post.
Maine's missed opportunities
enabled the Blue Hens to even the
score and change the flow of the
contest.
At the 63:18 mark Brian
Shepunski redirected a corner kick
past Cosgriff to tie the game. After
Kyle Elliot missed the goal with a
shot from the top of the 18 yard
line, another Blue Hen found the
back of the Black Bear net from
the same spot. Stephen Mangat's
shot deflected off a Maine player
for Delaware's game winner 82:42
into the contest.
"We had them on the ropes a
couple of times and didn't finish
them off," Evans said. "Once
they scored they raised their level
[of play] and were all over us
from that point on. If we take
care of business before that then
that isn't as big a momentum
swing."
The weekend losses eliminated Maine from the conference
playoff picture. The Black Bears
travel to Drexel and Hofstra for
their final two America East
matches next weekend. Maine's
final contest of the season is an
off-campus "home" date with
Harvard at Falmouth High School
Nov. 1.

Hutchinson has joined

Skilling on the America East
Academic Honor Roll each of the
past two years.
On Friday the Black Bears got
on the score board first, but could
not increase their lead despite
some golden scoring chances.
Hutchinson gave Maine a 1-0 lead
7:35 into the first half blasting a
pass from Rob Dow into the top
left corner of the Blue Hen goal.
Midway through the second
half Hutchinson found Chris
O'Connor alone in front of the
Delaware goal, but O'Connor's

Ohl
INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH CHILDREN OR ADULTS WITH DISABILITIESP
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE IN THE HUMAN SERVICE FIELD!!
HIRING NOM
DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS
to adults and
Apply to join our team of Direct Support Professionals, who provide assitance
ement within our
children with disablities in the Bangor area. OHI offers oppurtunities for advanc
and ongoing
organization. OHI also offers an extensive, paid two-week orientation course
$7.50-9.00/hr. OHI
training to prepare you for success in the human services field. Salary range
and life insurance,
also offers a competetive benefits package which includes; health, dental
substitute postions are
paid time off, paid holidays and a retirement plan! Full, part-time, and
valid Maine driver's
available. Must have a minimum of a high school dipoma/GED and a
to:
license. Complete application or send resume
Employment Recruiter
2B Freedom Parkway Hermon, ME 04401
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www.ohimaine.org
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Mets give away
series opener
By John Contreraz
Sports Editor

Maine buries St. Lawrence for tourney title
U.S. team beats up on Holy
Cross in consolation game

Kevin Costner, the veteran
By Jim Leonard
catcher in Bull Durham tried to
Men's Hockey Reporter
explain to a young rookie that
there are three things you can do
The University of Maine
in a baseball game.
scored three power play goals in
"You can win, lose or it can
the first period and never looked
rain," Costner said.
back, trouncing St. Lawrence 8-2
Add a fourth: losing badly.
in the Black Bear Classic final.
Losing badly the way the Mets
Maine improves to 1-1-1 with
did in game one of the World
the win, St. Lawrence drops to 1-2.
Series against the Yankees
Tournament MVP Tommy
deserves another category. The
Reimann of Maine led the Black
Yankees posting the team's 13th
Bears with a pair of goals and
consecutive World Series win.
Black Bear winger Mattias
As the post season progresses,
Trattnig added a goal and two
each pitch becomes more imporassists in the victory.
tant. Each play is magnified and
"I'm most happy about an 8-2
the whole world sees players who
win over a team of that caliber,"
don't run out the ball play after
Reimann said. "Getting the
play. limo Perez thought that
award is nice, but this win really
Todd Zeile had hit a home run and
helps us."
cadillaced around second before
The sophomore forward got
realizing the ball was still in play
Maine the early lead with a power
and was thrown out at the plate.
play goal three minutes into the
You can chalk it up to inexpecontest.
rience if that makes you sleep
UMaine's Martin Kariya colbetter at night, but I'll chalk it up
lected a loose puck behind the
to just plain dumb. Especially in
Saints net and passed to Robert
the post season, these guys
Liscak in the opposite corner.
should be running at 100 percent
Liscak spotted Reimann alone at
on 500-foot home runs just to be
the top of the right circle and
sure. Maybe Perez is inexperimade a nifty cross-ice pass.
enced in certain facets of Major
"Robert's pass was perfect,"
League Baseball as opposed to
Reimann said. "I just one-timed
the minor leagues, but he's
it and hit the right spot."
played the game long enough to
The Black Bears then killed
know how to run the bases.
off three consecutive penalties
Joe Torre even thought Zeile's
before converting on the power
hit was a home run but when
play again.
Perez was thrown out at the plate
Trattnig fought off two Saint
it cost the Mets a run that
Armando Benitez could have used
in the ninth. Benitez set a franchise record for saves this season,
but he's proven time and again
that he can't pitch in the post season. Some players just have it and
some don't when it comes to
crunch time. In a series where no
one is quick to choose a winner,
games may be tight down the
stretch and the Mets will need
solid work from the bullpen. If the
series comes down to Benitez vs.
Mariano Rivera every night the
Yankees are going sweep. John
Franco may come into the picture.
The Mets showed some poise in
the seventh when they rallied to
take the lead. Benny Agbayani has
made his mark this post season and
Edgardo Alfonso gets my vote for
one of the best hitters in the game.
Infield singles don't show up on the
highlights too much, but he knows
how to approach good pitchers and
he hustled in a run for the Mets.The
Mets also had a chance to pad their
lead in the ninth, but when Todd
Pratt was on third and elected not to
run on a ground ball to second base.
Pratt didn't know if the ball was
going to get by the pitcher, but it did
and with a Vizcaino bobbled the

defenders in the offensive zone
and rifled a slapshot through traffic at the SLU net. The puck
deflected off a group of players
directly to Maine defenseman
Michael Schutte who quickly
popped the puck over St.
Lawrence goalie Sean Coakley's
glove for a 2-0 lead.
Less than two minutes later,
Trattnig knocked home the
rebound of a Doug Janik slapshot
with Maine enjoying the man
advantage.
"I was just trying to screen the
goalie," Trattnig said. "The puck
just dropped in front of me and I
reacted."
Early in the second period, St.
Lawrence appeared ready to
make a game of it when forward
Mike Gellard scored a power play
goal, cutting the lead to 3-1. But
Maine answered less than a
minute later with two goals in 30
seconds.
The first Black Bear goal was
provided by Kariya, who beat
Coakley to the short side. Half a
minute later, Doug Janik's slapper from the point deflected off a
Saint player in front and behind
the beleaguered Coakley, giving
Maine a 5-1 lead.
"We gave the puck away too
much," SLU head coach Joe
Marsh said. "We were back on
our heels all night and once they
See MEN'S HOCKEY on page 13

Maine's Tom Reimann scores his first goal of the season Friday
against the U.S. Developmental Team. Maine won the matchup
3-1. CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.

Field hockey loses to New Hampshire 3-1

See WORLD SERIES on page 13

Maine's Kristi Knights takes the ball past a New Hampshire defender on Saturday afternoon. Maine
lost the game .7-1. CAMPUS PHOTO BY VALERIE DOYLE.

By Michael Gibson
Field Hockey Reporter
Another tough opponent and
another hard fought loss for the
Black Bears field hockey squad.
UMaine fell to 20th-ranked UNH
3-1 on Saturday afternoon at
Morse Field. With the loss the
Black Bears fall to 6-11 on the
season and 1-5 in conference
play.
It was a back and forth first
half, that saw both teams with a
chances.
scoring
few
Black
the
Unfortunately for
Bears and their fans, UNH was
able to capitalize on one of those
first half chances. Cameron
Schmitz of UNH broke the ice
and gave the Wildcats a 1-0 lead
going into half time.
The game looked all but over
not even five minutes into the
second half when UNH punched
in its second goal of the contest to
take a 2-0 lead. UMaine had
some life pumped back into them
when Tara Bedard put the Black
See FIELD HOCKEY on page 15

